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CLASS:  SPOOL QUILT 

TEACHER:  Ellen Speranzo   E-MAIL: esperanzo@cox.net 

   

CLASS DESCRIPTION:  This classic quilt with a touch of whimsy in the border makes up 
beautifully in batiks as well as in more traditional fabrics. In this series of 5 classes you will learn 
raw-edge machine appliqué. Finished quilt size is 62 x 71”. Sign up for some Quilt Clinic 
sessions if you’d like to have additional time to work on this  quilt. 

 

CATEGORY:  Workshop ___ Garments___ Creative Sewing___ Kids ___ Embroidery___  

Serger___ Know Your Bernina___ Quilting_X__ Monthly Club___ Learn to Sew___ 

SKILL LEVEL: All___ Beginner___ Confident Beginner___ Intermediate_X__ Advanced___ 

PREREQUISITE: (If any):  Basic quilting knowledge is required, and completion of the Learn to 
Quilt series is helpful. 

 
BASIC SEWING SUPPLIES:  
This includes: rotary cutter, 2½” x 12” ruler, fabric scissors, small scissors or thread nips, straight pins, 6” 
seam gauge or ruler, seam ripper, fabric marker, assorted machine needles, pen and paper for notes, any 
other items you commonly use.  

 
Supplies required for class #1: 
NO sewing machine needed for class #1 
Book: Friendship Strips and Scraps by Edyta Sitar 
6 yards of 10” or 12”wide Light Steam a Seam 2 OR lightweight Heat ‘n Bond OR Pellon 

 Wonder Under #805 OR any other lightweight 2-sided fusible product. (Less yardage is  
required if you purchase wider product).  Do not purchase packages of individual small 
sheets. 

Fine-tip permanent marking pen or pencil that will write on the paper side of your fusible product 
3¼ yards light colored fabric for background (solid or reads-as-solid fabric) 
 
NOTE: for the following fabric purchases, you might like to plan to share and/or swap with  

others in class to increase your variety of fabrics 
5/8 yard assorted medium, medium-dark, and dark prints for “spools” (I used the darkest colors 

 for the spool ends) 
¾ yard assorted blue and green fabrics for leaf appliqués 
1½ yards assorted green and brown prints for vines, flower and bud bases 
¼ yard assorted red prints for flowers 
pink scraps for hearts 
dark grey scrap about 4 x 7” for scissors appliqué 
blue scraps about 5 x 4” for bird and bird wing appliques 
assorted purple, pink, blue and/or yellow scraps for berries 
2 zip-top gallon-sized plastic bags 
scissors suitable for paper (for appliqué work I LOVE Havels’ non-stick 5½“ serrated shears) 
see Note, bottom of page 2 
 
Supplies Required for class #2 and 3: 
Sewing machine 
book 
Walking foot or #37 or 57 foot, knee-lift if available, also open-toe feet #20 or 34 
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Neutral color cotton or cotton blend thread for piecing (So Fine or Bottom Line on top and  
in bobbin) 

Fabrics for background and for spools (listed under Class #1) 
Rotary cutter, ruler, basic sewing supplies 
A variety of needles (65, 70, 75, and/or 80; emb., metallic, top stitch, etc.) 
5- or 7-mm. throat plate 
Pigma micron fine-tip pen or other permanent pen that will write on fabric 
4 or more pieces of muslin or other plain fabric, cut to 9x12” (to make stitch sampler) 
optional: 2-4 clear plastic page protectors 
 
 
Supplies required for class #4: 
sewing machine  
book 
your project 
appliqué stitches sampler (made week #3) 
appliqué pieces 
assorted thread colors to match fabrics for flowers, vines and leaves (Isacord works well 

because of the wide variety of colors, rayon is nice for its shine, cotton appears flat,  
poly works well; you won’t need much so you can purchase small spools and/or share 
with friends) –OR- clear monofilament thread with a thread stand  

open-toe feet such as #20 or 34, and knee lift if available 
a variety of needles (sharp, univ., quilting) to see which works best for your machine for satin or 

 zig zag stitch; 75/11 or 80/12 is a good size 
bobbin thread to match backing fabric (I like Bottom Line or So Fine) 
quilting gloves (I like Machinger’s) 
large non-stick pressing sheet (the largest size you can find, or use 2 smaller ones) 
roll of lightweight tear-away stabilizer (not fusible or wash-away) or approx. 30 sheets computer  

printer paper 
embroidery snips (I like Havels Snip-Eze or Havels double curved 5” scissors)  
scissors for cutting paper (Havels non-stick 5½” non-stick shears) 
 
 
Supplies required for class #5: 
sewing machine and feet, including 5- or 7-mm. throat plate 
rotary cutter and ruler, basic sewing supplies 
your project 
appliqué stitches sampler 
appliqué pieces 
book 
quilting pins or 505 Spray Baste 
Batting 68 x 77” (cotton, cotton blend, bamboo, etc., but 100% poly not recommended) 
5/8 yard fabric for binding 
4 yards fabric for backing 
quilting gloves 
 

Note: If you are an appliqué junkie, or think you might become one, go to  

www.laundrybasketquilts.com and order the Applique Silhouettes sheets for this project. 

During class #1 you will use these silhouettes as templates so you don’t have to trace 
pictures from the book…much quicker and easier. I will share mine in class as well.  

http://www.laundrybasketquilts.com/
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